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THE STAR ARBORICITY OF GRAPHS 
I. ALGOR and N. ALON* 
Department of Mathematics, Sackler Faculty of Exact Sciences, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, 
Israel 
A star forest is a forest whose connected components are stars. The star arboricity St(G) of a 
graph G is the minimum number of star forests whose union covers all edges of G. We show 
that for every d-regular graph G, id < St(G) =Z id + O(ds(log d)f), and that there are d-regular 
graphs G with St(G) > id + Q(log d). We also observe that the star arboricity of any planar 
graph is at most 6 and that there are planar graphs whose star arboricity is at least 5. 
1. Introduction 
All graphs considered here are finite, undirected and simple unless otherwise 
specified. A stur forest is a forest, whose connected components are stars. The 
star arboricity st(G) of a graph G is the minimum number of star forests in G 
whose union covers all edges of G. This notion was introduced in [4], where the 
authors show that the star arboricity of the complete graph on II vertices is 
[n/2] + 1. In [5], th e author determines the star arboricity of every complete 
multipartite graph with equal color classes G and shows that it does not exceed 
[d/2] + 2, where d is the degree of regularity of G. Notice that by a trivial 
edge-counting the star arboricity of every d-regular graph is greater than id, and 
in view of the results above one may be tempted to suspect that St(G) s 
$d + O(1) for every d-regular graph G. This would also resemble the linear 
arboricity conjecture. A linear forest is a forest whose connected components are 
paths. The linear urboricity la(G) of a graph G is the minimum number of linear 
forests in G whose union covers all edges of G. The linear arboricity conjecture, 
raised in [2], asserts that for every d-regular graph G, la(G) = [(d + 1)/2]. This 
conjecture is proved for d G 6, d = 8 and d = 10 in [2, 3, 9, 16, 17, 11, 121. In [l] 
it is shown that for every E > 0 and every d-regular graph G, id < la(G) < 
(4 + E)d, provided d > do(E). 
Here we observe that the star arboricity St(G) of a d-regular graph G can be 
bigger than id by more than an additive constant. In fact, we show that there are 
d-regular graphs G with St(G) 3 id + Q(log d). On the other hand, st(G) cannot 
be much bigger than id. Our main result is that the star arboricity of any 
d-regular graph G does not exceed id + O(dg(log d)f). This result is proved in 
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Section 2 by probabilistic arguments, in a method that resembles the one used in 
[l] but contains some additional ideas. In Section 3 we observe that there are 
d-regular graphs G with st(G) 2 id + Q(log d). In Section 4 the star arboricity of 
planar graphs is considered. We observe that for any planar graph G, St(G) c 6 
and construct planar graphs G with St(G) 2 5. The final Section 5 contains some 
concluding remarks and open problems. 
2. An upper bound for the star arboricity of regular graphs 
In this section we prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. There is a positive constant b such that for every d 3 1 the star 
arboricity of any d-regular graph does not exceed id + 4 * d$ . (log d)f + b. 
Notice that an immediate corollary of this theorem is the following. 
Corollary 2.2. For every E > 0 there is a d,, = do(e) so that for every, d > d,, the 
star arboricity of and d-regular G satisfies 
id <St(G) < (4 + e)d. 
To prove Theorem 2.1, we first need a lemma, occasionally referred to as the 
Lo&z Local Lemma, proved in [lo] (see also, e.g. [14]). 
Lemma 2.3. Let AI, AZ, . . . , A,, be events in a probability space. A graph 
T = (V(T), E(T)) on the set of vertices V(T) = (1, 2, . . . , n} is called a 
dependency graph for {Ai} if, for all i, the event Ai is mutually independent of the 
system {Aj: {i, j} $ E(T)}. Suppose that for all i, Pr(Ai) up and that the 
maximum degree of a vertex of T is A. Zf ep(A + 1) < 1 then Pr(n:=i Ai) > 0. 
Using this lemma, we prove the following. 
Lemma 2.4. Suppose d 2 100, and let G = (V, E) be a d-regular graph. Then 
there is a (non-proper) coloring of the vertices of G by c = [(d/log d)tJ colors 
1, 2, . . . ) c, so that for each v E V and each color i, 1 s i < c, the number N(v, i) 
of neighbors of v in G whose color is i satisfies 
(2.1) 
Remark 2.5. All logarithms here and throughout the paper are in the natural 
base e. The constant 100, as well as the constant 3 in the last inequality, can be 
easily reduced. We do not make any attempts to optimize the constants here or in 
the following proofs. 
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Proof of Lemma 2.4. Let f : V 4 { 1,2, . . . , c} be a random vertex coloring of V 
by c colors, where for each u E V, f(v) E (1, 2, . . . , c} is chosen according to a 
uniform distribution. For every vertex v E V and every color i, 1 s i =S c, let A,,; 
be the event that the number N(v, i) of neighbors of ZJ in G whose color is i does 
not satisfy inequality (2.1). Clearly, N(v, i) is a Binomial random variable with 
expectation d/c and standard deviation d(d/c)(l - l/c) <m. Hence, by the 
standard estimates for Binomial distribution (see, e.g. [6, p. ll]), for every u E V 
and lcisc 
Pr(A,,i) <e-F < l/d4. 
It is also clear that each event A,,i is independent of all the events A,,j for all 
vertices u E V that do not have a common neighbor with u in G. Therefore, the 
graph T whose vertices are the events {A,,i: v E V, 1 c i < c} in which two 
vertices A,,i and A,,j are adjacent iff u and u have a common neighbor in G 
(including, of course, the case v = u), is a dependency graph for {A,,,i), with 
maximum degree 
A < d2. c < d3. 
Since e . l/d4(d3 + 1) < 1, Lemma 2.3 implies that with positive probability no 
event A,,i occurs. Hence, there is a coloring f which satisfies (2.1) for all v E V 
and 1 c i s c. This completes the proof. 0 
We can now prove the following proposition, which is the main tool in the 
proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Proposition 2.4. For all sufficiently large d, any d-regular graph G = (V, E) 
contains a spanning subgraph H = (V, F) with minimum degree 6 2 2(d/log d)f - 
8, whose star arboricity is at most (d/log d)f. 
Proof. In the proof we assume, whenever it is needed, that d is sufficiently large. 
Put c = [(d/log d)f] and fix a vertex-coloring of V with the colors { 1,2, . . . , c} 
which satisfies the conclusions of Lemma 2.4. 
Claim. There are c edge-disjoint star forests HI, Hz, . . . , H, in G, with the 
following two properties: 
(i) For each i, 1 c i s c, the centers of the stars of Hi are precisely all those 
vertices of G colored i, and the degree of each of them in Hi is at least c - 5. 
(ii) If for some i, 1 s i s c, a vertex u E V has degree 0 in Hi, then the degree 
of u in HI U H2 U - * * U Hi-1 is at least d/c - 3a m > 2~ - 6. (In particu- 
lar, no Y E V has degree 0 in HI). 
To prove the claim we argue as follows. Suppose, by induction, that 
H,,..., Hi_, saisfying (i) and (ii) have already been found, and let us prove the 
existence of Hi (i 3 l), while maintaining the properties (i) and (ii). Let 
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G’ = (V, E(G’)) be the graph obtained from G by deleting all edges of 
HI U * - . U Hi_1. Notice that the degree of each i - colored vertex u in G’ is at 
least d - (i - 1) > d - c, as the degree of 21 in each Hi (j < i) is at most 1. Let X 
be an arbitrary set of x i-colored vertices in G’, and let Y = {u E V: 3v E X; 
(v, u) E E(G’)} be the set of all their neighbors in G’. (Notice that X and Y may 
have a nonempty intersection). By the preceding paragraph, the number of edges 
joining a vertex of X to a vertex of Y is at least x * (d - c). On the other hand, by 
inequality (2.1), each vertex u E Y has at most d/c + 3m m neighbors in 
X. Therefore 
3 
=x. ( c-3@&; >x(c-4) > 
where the last inequality holds, for sufficiently large d, since c = [(d/log d)f]. 
Hence ]r\xl Z= (c - 5) IX] f or each set X of i-colored vertices in G’. By a well 
known, easy generalization of Hall’s Theorem (see, e.g. [7]) this implies that one 
can assign to each i-colored vertex Y E V a set B, of c - 5 of its neighbors in G’, 
where no u E B, is colored i and for u f u’ the sets B, and B,, are disjoint. For 
each i-colored v E V, let S,, be the star whose edges are {(v, u) : u E B,} and let 
Hf be the union of all these stars. For every vertex w E V whose degree in H] is 0, 
which has an i-colored neighbor in G’ choose, arbitrarily, one such i-colored 
neighbor u and add the edge (v, W) to the star S,. In this manner, we obtain a 
star forest Hi in G’. It is obvious that the centers of the stars in Hi are precisely all 
i-colored vertices in G, and the degree of each of them in Hi is at least c - 5. 
Moreover, if the degree of some u E V in Hi is 0, it means that u has no i-colored 
neighbors in G’. However, by (2.1), u has at least d/c - 3am i-colored 
neighbors in G, and as the only edges of G which are not edges of G’ are those of 
HI U * . . U Hi-19 the degree of u in HI U - * . U H,_, must be at least d/c - 
3m m > 2c - 6. This completes the construction of H, and establishes the 
claim. 
To complete the proof of Proposition 2.6 we define H as the union of H,, 
Hz, . . . , H,. Clearly St(H) s c S (d/log d)f, as each Hi is a star forest. Also, the 
degree of each Y E V in H is at least 2c - 6 2 2(d/log d)i - 8. Indeed, suppose V 
is colored i. Then in Hi, the degree of V is at least c - 5. If its degree in each 
Hj(j #i) is positive, then its total degree in H is at least (c - 5) + (c - 1) = 2c - 6, 
as needed. Otherwise, there is some i, so that the degree of u in Hj is 0. In this 
case, the degree of u in HI U . . . U H,_, is at least 2c - 6, and hence, certainly, its 
degree in H is at least that quantity. This completes the proof of the 
proposition. 0 
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We can now prove the main result of this section. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let b1 be a constant so that the assertion of Proposition 
2.6 holds for every d sb,. Let b2 be a constant so that for every d > bz the 
following inequality holds. Put d = d - [2(d/log d)f - 81 then 
df(log d)f - &log a)+ > 1. (2.2) 
It is not too difficult to check that such a b2 exists. This is because if 
f(x) = xf(log x)4 then, as x tends to infinity 
f’(x) = 4 (F)’ + 3x:(l;g x); = (3 - o(l))( y ‘. 
Therefore, by the mean-value theorem, for large d there is some d’, d s d’ 6 d, 
so that the left-hand-side of (2.2) is 
(5 + o(l))(d - a) . (y)’ 2 (5 + o(1)) - (2(d/log d)f - X)(y)’ 
= (2 + o(1)) > 1. 
Hence bz indeed exists. Put b = max(b,, b,). We now prove Theorem 2.1 with 
this b by induction on d. For d c b the theorem is trivial, as it follows from the 
easy fact that st(G) <d for any d-regular graph G. (To prove this fact observe 
that any graph contains a spanning star-forest in which all degrees are positive 
and delete, repeatedly, such star forests from G until it is empty). Suppose the 
theorem is true for all d’ < d, and let US prove it for d, (d > b). Let G = (V, E) be 
a d-regular graph. Since d s b 2 bl, we can apply Proposition 2.6 to conclude that 
G contains a spanning subgraph H whose star arboricity is at most (d/log d); and 
whose minimum degree is at least [2(d/log d)f - 81. Let G’ be the graph 
obtained from G by deleting all edges of H. The maximum degree in G’ is at 
most d = d - [2(d/log d)i - 81. S’ mce we can add, if necessary, vertices and edges 
to G’ and embed it in a d-regular graph T to which the induction hypothesis can 
be applied, we conclude that 
st(G’) 6 $ + 4d:(log $4 + b. 
Therefore, 
st(G) <St(H) + st(G’) 
c (d/log d)f + 
d - 2(d/log d)f + 8 
2 
+ 4&(log a); + b 
=;+4+4d+(logri):+b 
<f + 4df(log d)f + b, 
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where the last inequality follows from inequality (2.2) (which is valid, since 
d 2 b2). 
This completes the proof of the induction step, and the assertion of Theorem 
2.1 follows. 0 
3. Regular graphs with large star arboricity 
LetG=(V,E),beagraphonV={v,,...,v,}andletC=(H,,...,Hk)be 
a decomposition of E(G) into k star forests. 
We define a matrix of order k X n, AG,C = (aij) by 
aij = deg,(uj) 
Let fi be the number of leaves in Hi, which is the number of l’s in the ith row of 
A G,C1 and put I = CF=, Ii. 
Clearly, AG,C satisfies the following properties: 
1. C;“_i aij = deg,(vj), 1 <Z s IZ. 
2. Ii 2 4 Cy=i aij. 
This is true because the ith row in AG,C represents ZZj and each star Ki,, 
contributes to that row the number m and m occurrences of the number 1. The 
inequality may be strict because there may be a Kr,i in Hi. 
3. From 1 we get that cf==, c;l=, aij = 2 ]E(G)]. 
4. From 2 and 3 we get 13 IE(G)I. 
Lemma 3.1. Zf G = (V, E) is d-regular and d > 2 then st(G) 2 [(d + 2)/2] and if 
st(G) = d/2 + 1 for an even d then (d/2 + 1) 1 IVI. 
Proof. Let C=(H,,..., H,) be a star decomposition of E(G), then 1 s 
F(G)1 = t d IV, h ence there are (d/2) l’s in average in every column of AG,C. 
If d is odd then there is a column with at least (d + 1)/2 1’s. Since (d + 1)/2 < d 
then there must be at least one more element in the column, so st(G) > 
(d + 1)/2 + 1 = [(d + 2)/2]. 
If d is even then there is a column with at least (d/2) 1’s. If it has exactly 
(d/2) l’s then since (d/2) <d, This column must have more elements, hence if d 
is even then st(G) 3 (d/2) + 1 = [(d + 2)/21. 
If st(G) = (d/2) + 1 then d is even and there are exactly (d/2) l’s in each 
column (otherwise there is a column with at least (d/2) + 1 l’s, but (d/2) + 1 < d, 
hence st(G) 3 (d/2) + 2 > (d/2) + 1). The remaining element in each column is 
d/2. Thus every forest is a spanning forest with only Kl,d,2 stars which means that 
((d/2) + 1) 1 IV. 0 
Next we show that there is a d-regular graph G satisfying st(G) > (d/2) + 
sZ(log d). The Paley graph G is defined as follows: (cf. e.g. [6 pp. 315-3231). Let 
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p be a prime, p = l(mod 4) and put V(G) = (0, 1, . . . , p - l}. Two vertices x 
and y are adjacent in G iff x - y is a square in GF(p). Clearly G is d = (p - 1)/2 
regular. Using some known estimates for character sums it is shown in [S] (see 
also [13] and [6 p. 3191) that if p > k*. 22k-2 and A E V(G), IA( = k, then there is 
a v E V which is not adjacent to any member of A. So if S c V is a dominating set 
(i.e. every vertex of V\S is adjacent to a vertex of S) then ISI > k. 
Let H be a star forest in G and let S = {IJ E V 1 deg,(v) = 0 or v is a center of 
a star in H}. Clearly S is a dominating set so ISI > k. But ]E(H)] =p - (SI < 
p - k, and k 2 (4 - o(l))logp hence 
,(,)>IE(G)I=P(P - ‘> 
p-k ‘Q-k) 
+ 
( 
p + (4 - o(l))logp 
1 
d;+(:-o(l))logd. 0 
4. The star arhoricity of planar graphs 
The main result of this section is that the star arboricity of any planar graph is 
at most 6 and that there are planar graphs G with St(G) 3 5. 
First we show that if G is planar then St(G) s 6. 
The arboricity of a graph G, A(G), is the minimum number of forests in G 
whose union covers E(G). 
Let G be a graph and put qn = max{]E(H)] : H is a subgraph of G with n 
vertices}. A well known theorem of Nash Williams [15] states that A(G) = 
ma { TqJ(n - 1>1>. 
Lemma 4.1. If G is a forest then St(G) =Z 2. 
Proof. It is clearly sufficient to assume that G is a tree. 
Fix u E V(G), and let d(u, V) be the distance of u from I_J in G. Then the two 
star forests 
HI = ((~7 w) 6 E(G) 14 u,v)=2i,d(w,v)=2i+l,i~O} 
and 
H2={(u,w)~E(G))d(u,v)=2i+1,d(w,v)=2i+2,i~0} 
cover all edges of G. Cl 
As a consequence of Lemma 4.1 we conclude that for every graph G: 
A(G) c St(G) s 2A(G). 
If G = (V, E) is planar then q,, G 3n - 6 and hence, from Nash Williams theorem 
we get A(G) c 3, which implies that St(G) s 6. 
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It is easy to find a planar graph G such that St(G) = 4, but it becomes more 
difficult to find one with a bigger star arboricity. 
We next show how to construct a planar graph G satisfying St(G) 3 5. Let 
G=(V,E),beagraphonV={v,,...,v,}andletC=(H,,...,H,)beastar 
decomposition of G. We say that v E V is a good vertex in the decomposition C if 
I{i 1 dH,(v) > 1}1 c 1. Th is means that v is taken as a center of a non-trivial star 
(i.e. a star with more than one edge) in at most one forest. Equivalently: v’s 
column in A,,, has at most one element bigger than 1. 
The decomposition C is good if all the vertices are good. 
Let G be a planar graph. By adding edges and vertices (if necessary) to G, G 
can be embedded in a planar graph G, with minimum degree 5. 
Let G2 be the graph consisting of 7 disjoint copies of G,. Finally, let Ho be a 
graph obtained from Gz by triangulating each of its faces. We have thus 
associated every planar graph G with a (non-unique) planar triangulation 
H=H,. 
Lemma 4.2. Let G be planar. If HG has a decomposition into 4 star forests then G 
has a good decomposition into 4 star forests. 
Proof. H, is planar, it has minimum degree 6 = 5 and IE(H,)j = 3 IV(H,)j - 6. 
Let C= (H,, . . . , H4) be a decomposition of HG into star forests. We claim that 
in C there are at most 6 vertices which are not good ( = bad vertices). Indeed, in 
A 12 IE( = 3 IV1 - 6 and there are no columns with four l’s, since 6(H,) = 
5.“;:;~ the number of l’s in a column is at most 3, and as the total number of l’s 
is 1~ 3 IV1 - 6 there are at most 6 columns with less than 3 1’s. Obviously, 
columns with 3 l’s are good and hence there are at most 6 bad vertices. But HG 
contains 7 disjoint copies of G, (containing G), hence at least in one of the 
copies of G, all the vertices are good. Thus, if we restrict C to that G, we get a 
good decomposition of G, (and hence of G), as claimed. 0 
Next we show that there exists a planar graph G with no good decomposition 
into 4 star forests. This implies that H(; is planar and st(H,;) 2 5. 
Lemma 4.3. Let G be planar with a good decomposition C = (H,, . . . , H,). if u 
and u are vertices with more than 6 common neighbors in G (see Fig. l), then they 
must be taken as centers of non-trivial stars in different forests. 
Proof. Since C is a good decomposition a vertix u can be taken as a non-trivial 
center at most once. In the other forests its degree is at most 1. If u and u have r 
common neighbors (r 2 7) then when u(v) is taken as a non trivial center, the 
corresponding star must cover at least r - 3 of the common neighbors. 
Since there are no 2 disjoint sets of r - 3 vertices of the common neighbors (as 
r 2 7), u and v must be taken as non trivial centers in different forests. 0 
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Fig. 1. 
Theorem 4.4. There exists a planar graph G such that St(G) 2 5. 
Proof. Consider Fig. 2. A dashed line between 2 vertices means that they have 7 
common neighbors (like u and v in Fig. 1). A full line between two vertices x and 
y is like a dashed line with the additional edge (x, y). Suppose the graph in Fig. 2, 
G, has a good decomposition into 4 star forests. In view of Lemma 4.3 if x and y 
are connected by a line (dashed or full), they must be taken as non trivial centers 
in different forests. The 7 vertices in the middle form an odd cycle so they are 
taken as non trivial centers in 3 forests (or more). u and v are connected to all of 
them so they are non trivial centers in the 4th forest. But u and v cannot be 
nontrivial centers in the same forest because they have 7 common neighbors. 
Thus, G does not have a good decomposition into 4 star forests and hence 
St(&) 3 5. 0 
We know that for every graph G A(G) c St(G) c 2A(G). A natural question to 
consider is the determination of the maximum star arboricity of a graph G 
satisfying A(G) = k. We conclude this section by showing that for k = 2 this 
maximum is 4, even if we restrict ourselves to planar graphs. 
Proposition 4.5. There is a planar graph G such that A(G) = 2 and St(G) = 4. 
i _ __-____ _______._-i 
Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 3. 
Proof. Consider Fig. 3. Clearly it is a planar graph (edges like (u, V) can be 
drawn surrounding the graph), and its arboricity is 2 (the full lines form one tree 
and the dashed lines the other). We refer to this graph as G = (V, E), IV( = n. 
We know that 2 c St(G) c 4, but clearly St(G) 2 3 since it contains a K,. 
Suppose St(G) = 3, and let C = (H,, Hz, H3) be a decomposition into 3 star 
forests. G has 4 vertices of degree 3 and the rest are of degree 4. Hence 
[El = 2n - 2. If deg(v) = 4 its column in AG,C is (up to a permutation) one of 
the following four types: 
In the first 3 types the number of l’s is less than half of the sum of the column, 
and in the fourth type it is precisely half. But in AG,C I 2 4 cb, C;l=, aii, so if 
there are columns from the first three types they must be balanced by columns of 
1 
vertices of degree 3 whose columns are 
0 
1 . Since there are only 4 vertices of 
1 
degree 3, there are only a few columns from the first 3 types (no more than 6). 
Hence we can assume that there are no such bad columns (since if the graph is 
taken to be long enough, there is a long enough section with no bad vertices of 
degree 4). Thus, we may assume that the columns of vertices of degree 4 are all 
2 
of type 
0 
1 (up to a permutation). Clearly there are also very few Ki,, stars in 
1 
C, because the number of the Kr,i stars in C is exactly 1 - [El = 1 - (2~ - 2). If 
deg(v) = 3 then there are at most 3 l’s in its column and if deg(v) = 4, there are 
exactly 2 l’s, hence 
1 - I,?51 = 1 - (2n - 2) < 12 + 2(n - 4) - (2n - 2) = 8. 
We can thus assume that there is a section of G containing four vertices as in 
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1 
Fig. 4. 
Fig. 4, where every u of the 4 vertices satisfies: 
2 
1. Its column is 
0 
1 (up to a permutation). 
1 
2. There is no K,,, in C in which u participates. 
We claim that if u and u are adjacent and satisfy 1 and 2 then they are centers 
of K1,2 stars in different forests. Indeed, otherwise they are centers of Ki2 stars in 
the same Hi. In’this case (u, u) must be in another forest, but according to 
property 2 this edge must be a part of some K,,, and its center must be u or V, 
contradicting 1. Since there is a .K4 satisfying 1 and 2 we conclude that st(G) 2 4 
and hence st(G) = 4. 0 
5. Concluding remarks and open problems 
A directed star forest in a directed graph D is a forest whose connected 
components are stars with edges emanating from the center to the leaves. The 
directed star arboricity dst(G) of a directed graph G is the minimum number of 
directed star forests in G whose union covers all edges of G. A directed graph G 
is d-regular if the indegree and the outdegree of every vertex in it is precisely d. 
An easy modification of the proof of Theorem 2.1 yields the following result, 
whose detailed proof is omitted. 
Proposition 5.1. There is a positive constant b so that for every d 3 1 the directed 
star arboricity of any d-regular directed graph G satisfies 
d < dst(G) <d + 6dS(log d)+ + 6. 
Since the edges of any undirected d-regular graph can be oriented so that the 
indegree and the outdegree of every vertex in the oriented graph will lie between 
[d/2] and [d/2], this proposition implies Theorem 2.1. 
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Similarly, the construction in Section 3 can be easily modified to produce 
d-regular directed graphs G with dst(G) > d + Q(log d). In fact, the quadratic 
tournaments (see, e.g. [13]) have this property. 
By Corollary 2.2, for any E > 0 and any sufficiently large d, the edges of every 
graph G with maximum degree d can be covered by less than (4 + E)d star forests. 
Our proof does not supply an efficient algorithm for finding such star forests. It 
would be interesting to find for some small E > 0 (say E = 0.01) a polynomial time 
(deterministic or randomized) algorithm for producing the desired star forests. 
Finally, it would be interesting to determine if the maximum star arboricity of 
a planar graph is 5 or 6. 
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